
 

Aberdeenshire Council Ranger Service 
Fire Guidance 

Using fire for Outdoor Learning with Schools and 
Groups 

Why use fire outdoors?  

This guidance has been provided to support best practice. Although fire is not an essential 
part of effective outdoor learning, it can be a central element in outdoor learning activities 
run by schools and groups and can build a wonderful sense of community. For example, 
cooking food on a fire to share outdoors, or heating water in a Kelly kettle for hot drinks, 
can keep participants warm and engaged. Tools may be required as well, for example — 
bow saws to cut fuel wood, or fire steels to start the fire — as part of the learning activity..  

There is increasing awareness that the curriculum can and should be delivered through 
outdoor learning. Using fire in a real world learning setting can contribute to the Science 
and Technology and Social Science outcomes and supporting all elements of health and 
wellbeing — mental, emotional, social and physical. Fire activities should be meaningful, 
and chosen to be age/ stage appropriate, to support progression in the development of 
these aspects and skills.  

There are opportunities to link with curriculum outcomes at all stages of working with fire: 
more details on curriculum links with fire can be found in the OWL Scotland resource 
Using Fire as a context for Learning (CfE links).  

https://www.owlscotland.org//resources/resource-library/using-fire-as-a-context-for-learning-cfe-links


When introducing FIRE to groups: 

1. Gather the participants together 

2. Ensure correct staffing ratios i.e. work with small groups at a time 

3. Check everyone can see, hear and understand you 

4. Demonstrate safe practice 

5. Be aware that schools will be required to follow their local authority H&S and Risk Assessment guidelines.

It is important to go through a structured process to build up appropriate respect, understanding and management of 
fire, in the following sequence:

Introducing fire to groups: safe practice

The size of fire should be appropriate for the activity, and can be determined by the type of fire container used. Raising 
the fire off the ground can protect the ground and be safer for children to observe and manage. Leaving no trace applies 
unless a permanently in-situ fire site is used.

‘5 minute’ fires— using tea lights, small fire bowls, Kelly kettle bases, old frying pans— to demonstrate small fire and 
flame, spark making, how to light fires, how to extinguish mini-fire. Tiny fires are often suitable for younger children/ 
additional support needs/one-to-one support.

Larger fires — in large fire bowls/pits/brazier/box/barbeque/recycled materials like washing machine drums/open fire 
— for introducing fire to a larger group, celebration, outdoor gathering, and outdoor cooking. Leave no trace and site 
management/behaviour safety is key.

Kelly kettle (also known as volcano/ghillie/storm 
kettle) — for boiling water in a container — for providing 
participants with hot drinks outdoors and introducing 
small scale fire and outdoor technology. Risk of scalding 
from tipping and boiling water, or burns when touching 
hot metal, means kettle and site management/behaviour 
safety is key. Do not place the cork in the Kelly kettle 
when being heated.

First: Do your Risk Benefit Assessment for the site, the activity and the group
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The Kelly Kettle



CHECKLIST

Fire safety kit

Choosing your site

to avoid tripping near the fire

Introducing fire – key points

in at a time to demonstrate how to approach and behave by the fire
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Collecting tinder and wood fuel

1. Matchstick thickness: Plenty of extra fine and fine kindling used to establish flame from tinder 
2. Pencil thickness: Brittle and dry. Good for controlling the heat of a small cooking fire.
3. Thumb thickness: This is the beginnings of the fire proper
4. Wrist thickness: Normally the largest fuel required. Anything larger is best left to overnight camps

Demonstrate Safe Fire Craft/Behaviour

dreadful burns. Wear natural fibres such as wool and cotton. Participants should remove any flammable gloves before 
lighting or adding anything to the fire
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Extinguishing fire

fire to burn low and be extinguished 

leaving a site

Environmental considerations

management plan, with permission of the woodland owner/ manager 

against any conservation management plan. Tap any wood from woodpile to dislodge any living creatures before 
placing on fire

the fire, sets a good example, and reduces the chance of embers smouldering unseen 

loose surface matter or remove surface turf before placing the container, then replace the litter or turf afterwards

permanently designated fire site

Building and lighting a fire
 

your fire by using your body, or a log shelter, or fire pit 

1. Build the fire on a small platform of dry sticks (thumb 
thick) to insulate it from the ground and provide a 
good heart of embers

2. Create a nest of loosely rolled balls of paper or other 
suitable tinder on top of the platform 

3. On top of this lay a criss-cross pattern of match 
thin twigs in a waffle or tee-pee pattern, and light 
the paper. Once the twigs are alight and burning 
well, add twigs of pencil thickness and so on with 

sticks short
4. Ensure the fire is burning well at each stage before 

adding more sticks to avoid smothering it . 
5. Follow environmental guidelines when sourcing 

firewood
6. Demonstrate putting out fire safely and restoring site

 
use fire gloves
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Fire building stages

Before building and lighting a fire, make sure 
you have collected sufficient tinder, kindling 
and fuel wood for the size of fire you need, and 
sort it into piles.

Kindling: no thicker than 
thumb, as long as hand to 
elbow; a generous armload — 
this burns fast!

Tinder: fine and fluffy 
materials/pencil lead thin —  
a good handful

Fuel wood: range of 
thicknesses up to wrist thick, 
as long as your arm

Platform: first make a 
platform of dry sticks to 
slightly raise your fire off the 
ground and create a base 
for the tinder, kindling and 
fuel wood

Fire construction: can be 
of different styles —  

simple but burns fast



• Never tackle a scrub fire - call the fire brigade and advise them of the location. 

Other points to remember 
• This activity can be built up progressively over a fire sessions for safety reasons 
• Depending on the group, individuals can first be supported by the leaders to build and manage 

their own mini-fire, then progress to a group collective fire; later on, individuals can build their 
own fire. 

• Peer review can be used to assess each other’s fire sites - before lighting one 
• It is important to ensure all the elements are in place to maximise chances of success 

Benefits of fire activities 
Depending on your group and the intended outcomes of your activity, the following aspects can be 
considered in your Risk-Benefit Assessment: 

• Risk management is a key life skill. Participants learn to take personal responsibility, develop 
resilience, take part in practical decision-making and develop an awareness of real risk versus 
perceived risk 

• Fire is a potentially dangerous thing, so to entrust an individual with the responsibility to build and 
light a fire can be a huge boost to their self-esteem and a great sense of achievement 

• Pleasure and fun 
• Team building 
• Engaging with local environment and elements 
• Sense of achievement end result 
• Social inclusion 
• Participants learn to manage their own behaviour in risky situations 
• Participants learn sustainability messages and ‘leave no trace’ 
• Supports general heath and wellbeing 
• Supports the Curriculum for Excellence, progression in learning and helps to develop the 

following skills 
- understand and remember verbal instructions 
- understand process and sequence 
- work independently (e.g. choosing and sorting sticks) 
- work co-operatively (e.g. carrying logs) 
- practice gross and fine motor skills 
- show care for themselves and each other 
- knowledge of different tree species and their properties as a natural resource 
- better understanding of the environment, habitats and sustainability 
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Using fire outdoors  
– flowchart

EXTINGUISHING FIRE,  
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE

Leave No Trace

USE AND PRACTICE
Observe and support where required

Maintain safe practice  
and use of equipment

INTRODUCING FIRE
Fire talk to group — the fire triangle —  

starting, maintaining and putting out fire

Demonstrating safe positioning  
and behaviour around fire  
and handling of fire tools

PREPARATION — RESOURCES
Materials to be cut identified/gathered

Fire Tool Box security  
and storage/sign out sheets

Fire safety equipment in place

PREPARATION — SITE
Site assessed and space organised  

RBA for site, activity and group

PLANNING:
Using fire outdoors —  

where and why?

Does your group have a safe secure storage?

What are the access arrangements?

Is there a signing-out process for equipment?

Key principles for fire use:

How can you recognise fire use skills by  
participants? 

Consider providing a Record of Achievement or  
using award schemes like JMA. 

Group leader(s) must ensure that all fire tools and 
equipment are returned to store (count in).

Leave work areas clean and tidy.

Leave no trace for non-permanent fire sites.

Does your group have a maintenance programme 
for fire tools?

Consider site sensitivities and possible 
environmental impacts of activity.

Have you sought permission from the landowner?

Are risk benefit assessments and accident 
procedures in place?

Fire should only be used when there is a clear 
purpose for doing so.

What are the intended outcomes?  
(Skills/learning/environmental)

Do you have the required insurance?
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